YMCA Adventure Guides is a program for fathers and children designed to help foster a lifetime of understanding and companionship through outdoor adventure activities, camping trips and monthly events that strengthen the relationship between parent and child. Parent-child pairs join a Circle with families in their neighborhood or school they attend, and usually meet once a month for games, crafts, stories and other activities. The Circles are part of the Southeast Ventura County YMCA Adventure Guides Federation which offers activities each month such as campouts at El Capitan, Catalina Island, Kern River, and Big Bear, as well as pinewood derby, horseback riding, family events, and so much more.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE: Y-Adventure Guides for K-2nd Graders • Y-Trailblazers for 3rd and Up
CONTACT: Megan Tisler • 818.707.9622 • mtisler@sevymca.org